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The most common English motion verb is go. 
 
e.g. go into/out of the classroom.  
 
Direction is expressed by a preposition after the verb  
 
e.g. into, out of  
 
Go can tell us about the direction  of the movement (where)but gives no information about the manner  in which a person 
is moving (how). 
 








To give more information we use a manner verb instead of go. 
 




(how we move) 
Direction  
(where) 
Manners verbs can describe how a person is moving. 
 
e.g. run,fly,walk 
For manner verbs direction is expressed by a preposition after 
the verb  
 







(How  not where) 
So we can combine manner and direction. 
 
Run into the house. 
 
(How and Where) 
 







The preposition can be easily changed 
 
 





Be careful: In different languages motion is described in different ways. 
 
He entered the house running. (not acceptable in English) 
He exited the room flying. (not acceptable in English) 
 (Turkish, Spanish, Italian, French, Japanese, Korean) 
 
He ran into the house.(acceptable in English) 
He flew out of the room.( acceptable in English) 


























A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF  PI AND TTIE ON THE TEACHABILITY OF INTRANSITIVE 






PROJECT:A comparative study of the effects of two different methodologies on the acquisition of  
verbs for in L2 English. 
 
The responses that you give in this questionnaire will be kept confidential. An identification number will 
be used in place of your name when referring to your responses in publications.  The information that you 
provide will help us to better understand how successful your lessons have been. Your honest and detailed 





Part 1:  
 






























Clear in Parts 
2 










Not Easy or difficult 
2 










Clear in Parts 
2 










Clear in Parts 
2 




7. Did the exercises help you to pay more attention to the action? 
5 
A lot more than 
usual 
4 
More than usual 
3 
The same as usual 
2 
Less than usual 
1 












































Entering and Exiting 
 
e.g. 
John goes into the classroom. Mary goes out of the shop. 
 
Direction is expressed by the verb + a preposition after the verb  
 
go into/out of 
 
















outside                                           outside 
 
 
Be careful:  
In different languages direction is described in different ways. In English to change direction we 
change the preposition. In other languages to change direction, the verb is changed. 
 
John goes into the classroom .(acceptable in English) 
Mary goes out of the shop.( acceptable in English) 
John enters the classroom. (less common in English) 
Mary exits the shop. (less common in English) 













Listen and choose the right picture: 
1. 




Look at the pictures and choose your answers: 
 
1. 
a.                                                                            b.     
 
 
The woman is walking into the shop. 
2. 
 












Tick the actions you think have been performed by your teacher this month. 
 
10 He has jumped out of a box. 
11 He has walked into a coffee bar. 
12 He has fallen into a hole. 
13 He has run into a hospital. 
14 He has run out of a train station. 
15 He has jumped into a swimming pool 
16 He has climbed out of a window. 
17 He has fallen out of bed. 
18 He has run into school. 
 
Check with your teacher 
 
Tick the experiences you have had and compare with your partner. 
 
 
An Amazon Adventure 
 
Part 1- True or False 
 
1. Juan and Maria were leaving Bogota. 
2. After the crash Maria was still in the plane. 
3. Maria had to go into the jungle. 




On December 21st 2012 Juan Gomez and his wife Maria were flying out of 
Bogota. Two hours after take-off, the plane broke up in a terrible storm.  
 
The morning after the crash Maria woke up and climbed out of a window. She 
looked for her husband Juan but could not find him. She was alone and she had 
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to walk out of the jungle. An hour later Juan climbed into the plane looking for 




True or False 
 
2.1. Maria went into a cave. 
2.2. The bear was already inside the cave. 
2.3. Maria stayed in the cave after she woke up.  
2.4. The bats were inside the cave when Maria was asleep. 
 
 
After some hours, Maria climbed into a cave and lay down. She was exhausted 
and soon she fell asleep.  Soon a bear went into the cave but Maria woke up just 
in time. She ran out of the cave. She looked back and saw hundreds of bats 




True or False 
 
3.1 The large cat was hiding in the grass. 
3.2 Juan was already in the water. 
3.3 The crocodile was waiting in the water. 
3.4 Juan got out of the water. 
3.5 The second crocodile was already in the water. 
3.6 Juan went into the forest. 
 
Two hours later Juan heard a sound behind him. As he turned, he saw a very 
large cat jumping out of the tall grass. Quickly Juan jumped into the water and 
began to swim. In the water Juan relaxed for a moment because he knew cats 
don't like water. However,  
Juan also knew that some animals love water. Just then Juan saw a very large 
crocodile crawling into the river some metres away. He swam as fast as he could 
to the bank on the other side. He climbed quickly out of the water and looked 
round just as another crocodile jumped into the river and started fighting with 




True or False 
 
4.1 The fisherman was in his hut before Juan arrived. 
4.2 The children were inside their huts when Juan arrived. 





After running for some time Juan saw smoke in the distance.  It was an Indian 
village. A fisherman who was walking out of a hut saw Juan and shouted. Juan 
did not understand but he smiled. Little children ran into their huts and came out 




True or False 
 
5.1 The canoe was in the river when Maria found it. 
5.2 Maria got into the canoe. 
5.3 At the waterfall, Maria fell out of the canoe. 
5.4 Maria was in the canoe when she saw the man. 
5.5 The man with the orange jacket was already in the water. 
 
Maria went to the river. As she got closer to the water she saw an old canoe. She 
tried to move the canoe and it fell into the water. Maria climbed into the canoe 
and fell asleep. The following morning Maria was woken by the sun and the 
sound of water growing louder and louder. The canoe began to move faster and 
faster towards a huge waterfall.  It was too late to stop and Maria and the canoe 
fell into the water far below.  Maria climbed into the canoe. She was wet, cold 
and exhausted but still alive. Just then Maria looked to her left and saw a man 
wearing a bright orange jacket, jumping into the water. He swam to Maria and 
helped her out of the river. After a month in hospital Maria made a full recovery. 
Juan and Maria returned to their home in Bogota where they celebrated their 







How we move 
 
In English we often give extra information about how a person is moving. 
 




run, fly, walk, climb, swim 
 
 




run into/out of , fly into/out of, walk into/out of, climb into/ out of 
 
With this construction we can see how and where a person is going. 
 











Be careful:  
In different languages motion is described in different ways. In English to give 
information about how a person moves, we change the verb. In other languages to 
give information about how a person moves, a second verb is needed. 
 
The dog ran into the house.(acceptable in English) 
The bird flew out of the room.( acceptable in English)  
 
The dog entered the house running. (less common in English) 
The bird exited the room flying. (less common in English) 
( acceptable in Turkish, Spanish, Italian, French, Japanese, Korean 
 
 
Look at the pictures and answer a , b or c (either): 
1.  





















The man is climbing into the house. 















Do you agree or disagree with the following sentences? 
 
 
  Agree Disagree 
1 I would never jump out of a plane.   
2 Once I  walked into the wrong classroom.   
3 I used to run out of school when I was a child.   
4 I have never fallen out of bed.    
5 I have fallen into a river.    
6 I would jump into a river to save a dog.   
7 I would run into a burning building to get my laptop.   
8 Once I had to climb into my house.   
9 I would walk out of the building if there was a fire.   
10 I would like to swim into a cave.    
11 It would be funny if a bird flew into the classroom.   
12 I would not move if a snake crawled into my bed.   
 
Compare with your partner. 
 
The Bank Robber and the Businessman 
 
 
You are going to read a story: The bank robber and the businessman.  
 
Read Part 1 and answer the questions 
 
19 Who drove into London? 
20 Who flew into London? 





Joe saw London Bridge for the first time from behind the wheel of a stolen white 
van. He had chosen the van because there was nothing unusual about it. It was 
one of the most common vehicles around and would not attract attention.  
                     …......................................................................................... 
 
Harry Burton looked down through the white clouds and saw London Bridge for 
the first time. Harry was starting to feel nervous. He had to sign the contract 
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today or his company and its pyramid of lies would come crashing down and 
Harry would go to prison for a long time. He ran out of the airport and jumped 
into his car, a Mercedes McLaren one of the best cars money could buy, other 
people's money in Harry's case.  
 
 
2.1 While you read answer True or False 
 
1. The bank robber is in a hurry. 
2. The businessman is early for his meeting. 
3. The businessman forgot to turn off the engine because he got out of the car 




9.51 a.m Joe stopped the white van opposite the bank and put on his cap. He got 
out of the van and walked into the bank carrying a package. He joined the queue 
and waited. A businessman late for a meeting bumped into Joe. Their eyes met 
for a second but they said nothing. 
             …................................................................................................................
.... 
Harry Burton jumped out of his Mercedes but forgot to turn off the engine. As he 
ran into the bank he bumped into a man carrying a package. The package nearly 
fell but the man caught it before it hit the floor. Harry stopped, looked at the man 




Which is the most scary? Put in order (Most scary = 1) 
 
 
 Are you afraid of ….? 
 Jumping out of a plane with a parachute. 
 Walking into a lion's cage. 
 Swimming into an old pirate ship.  
 Falling into the ocean wearing a life jacket. 
 Jumping out of a moving car. 
 Crawling into a cave full of bats. 
 Running into a burning building. 
 





Entering and Exiting 
 
e.g. 
John goes into the classroom. Mary goes out of the shop. 
 
Direction is expressed by the verb + a preposition after the verb  
 
go into/out of 
 





















Be careful:  
In different languages direction is described in different ways. In English to change 
direction we change the preposition. In other languages to change direction, the verb is 
changed. 
 
John goes into the classroom .(acceptable in English) 
Mary goes out of the shop.( acceptable in English)  
 
John enters the classroom. (less common in English) 
Mary exits the shop. (less common in English) 














Listen and choose the right picture: 
1. 








Look at the pictures and write your answers: 
 
1. 
a.                                                                            b.     
 
 
The woman is …………... the shop. (walk) 
2. 









Tick the actions you think have been performed by your teacher this month. 
 
i. He has jumped out of a box. 
ii. He has walked into a coffee bar. 
iii. He has fallen into a hole. 
iv. He has run into a hospital. 
v. He has run out of a train station. 
vi. He has jumped into a swimming pool 
vii. He has climbed out of a window. 
viii. He has fallen out of bed. 
ix. He has run into school. 
 
Check with your teacher 
 
Talk with your partner about the experiences you have had. 
 
An Amazon Adventure 
 
Part 1: answer the questions 
 
1. What were Juan and Maria doing on December 21st, 2012? 
2. What did Maria do after the crash? 
3. What did Maria have to do? 




On December 21st, 2012 Juan Gomez and his wife Maria were flying out of 
Bogota. Two hours after take-off, the plane broke up in a terrible storm.  
 
The morning after the crash Maria woke up and climbed out of a window. She 
looked for her husband Juan but could not find him. She was alone and she had 
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to walk out of the jungle. An hour later Juan climbed into the plane looking for 
Maria.  He called for her but there was no answer.  
 
Part 2: answer the questions 
 
2.1. What did Maria do after some hours? 
2.2. Why did Maria wake up? 
2.3. What did Maria do after she woke up? 
2.4. What did Maria see when she looked back? 
 
 
After some hours, Maria climbed into a cave and lay down. She was exhausted 
and soon she fell asleep.  Soon a bear went into the cave but Maria woke up just 
in time. She ran out of the cave. She looked back and saw hundreds of bats 




3.1 What was the large cat doing when Juan saw it? 
3.2 What did Juan do? 
3.3 What was the crocodile doing when Juan saw it? 
3.4 Juan got out of the water. 
3.5 What did the second crocodile do? 
3.6 What did Juan do? 
 
Two hours later Juan heard a sound behind him. As he turned, he saw a very 
large cat jumping out of the tall grass. Quickly Juan jumped into the water and 
began to swim. In the water, Juan relaxed for a moment because he knew cats 
dislike water. However,  
Juan also knew that some animals love water. Just then Juan saw a very large 
crocodile crawling into the river some metres away. He swam as fast as he could 
to the bank on the other side. He climbed quickly out of the water and looked 
round just as another crocodile jumped into the river and started fighting with 






4.1 What was the fisherman doing when he saw Juan? 
4.2 What did the children do? 
 
 
After running for some time Juan saw smoke in the distance.  It was an Indian 
village. A fisherman, who was walking out of a hut, saw Juan and shouted. Juan 
did not understand but he smiled. Little children ran into their huts and came out 





5.1 What happened to the canoe when Maria tried to move it? 
5.2 What did Maria do next? 
5.3 What happened to Maria at the waterfall? 
5.4 How did Maria get back into the canoe? 
5.5 What was the man with the orange jacket doing when he saw Maria? 
 
Maria went to the river. As she got closer to the water she saw an old canoe. She 
tried to move the canoe and it fell into the water. Maria climbed into the canoe 
and fell asleep. The following morning Maria was woken by the sun and the 
sound of water growing louder and louder. The canoe began to move faster and 
faster towards a huge waterfall.  It was too late to stop and Maria and the canoe 
fell into the water far below.   
 
Maria climbed into the canoe. She was wet, cold and exhausted but still alive. 
Just then she looked to her left and saw a man wearing a bright orange jacket, 
jumping into the water. He swam to Maria and helped her out of the river.  
 
After a month in hospital Maria made a full recovery. Juan and Maria returned to 
their home in Bogotá, where they celebrated their adventure with a great party. 
 
Affective:  
Recall story using the prompts 
Then discuss with your partner.  
1. Maria / plane. 
2. Juan /plane 
 
Look at the pictures and write the answer : 
1.  
a. b.  
 
                       
 






















Do you agree or disagree with the following sentences? 
 
 
  Agree Disagree 
1 I would never jump out of a plane.   
2 Once I  walked into the wrong classroom.   
3 I used to run out of school when I was a child.   
4 I have never fallen out of bed.    
5 I have fallen into a river.    
6 I would jump into a river to save a dog.   
7 I would run into a burning building to get my laptop.   
8 Once I had to climb into my house.   
9 I would walk out of the building if there was a fire.   
10 I would like to swim into a cave.    
11 It would be funny if a bird flew into the classroom.   
12 I would not move if a snake crawled into my bed.   
 





The Bank Robber and the Businessman 
 
 
You are going to read a story: The bank robber and the businessman.  
 
Read Part 1 and answer the questions 
 
1. How did Joe arrive in London? 
2. How did Harry arrive in London? 





Joe saw London Bridge for the first time from behind the steering wheel of a 
stolen white van. He had chosen the van because there was nothing unusual 
about it. It was one of the most common vehicles around and would not attract 
attention.  
                     …......................................................................................... 
 
Harry Burton looked down through the white clouds and saw London Bridge for 
the first time. Harry was starting to feel nervous. He had to sign the contract 
today or his company and its pyramid of lies would come crashing down and 
Harry would go to prison for a long time. He ran out of the airport and jumped 
into his car, a Mercedes Mclaren one of the best cars money could buy, other 





Superlab target sentences: Usual 
Target sentence Hits (Present) Hits (Past) 
1. The man is walking into the bank 6 (0.36 secs)          
2. The man walked into the bank  54,600  
(0.21secs)     
3. The children are running across the 
road. 
2 (0.31 secs)  
4. The children ran across the road.  64,700 (0.31 
secs)  





6. The children ran into the classroom.  2,930,000 
(0.61secs) 
7. The man is running up the hill. 113,000,000 (0.60 
secs) 
 
8. The man ran up the hill.  344,000 (0.18 
secs) 
9. The birds is flying out of the cage. 1,260 (0.48 secs)   
10. The bird flew out of the cage.    6  (0.39 secs)  
11. The frog is jumping out of the 
water. 
3 (0.34 secs)   
12. The frog jumped out of the water.  38,900(0.34 
secs)  
13. The woman is walking down the 
stairs 
51,500 (0.35 secs)  
14. The woman walked down the stairs  765,000 
(0.33secs) 
 









Superlab target sentences: Unusual 
Target sentence Hits (Present) Hits (Past) 
1. The dog is entering the room running. None   
2. The dog entered the room running.  None  
3. The monkey is going up climbing. None   
4. The monkey went up climbing.  None  
5. The dogs are going down running. None   
6. The dogs went down running.   None  
7. The boys are going across running. None   
8. The boys went across running.  None  
9. The girl is entering the water jumping. None   
10. The girl entered the water jumping.  None  
11. The fish is exiting the water jumping. None   
12. The fish exited the water jumping.  None  
13. The butterflies are exiting the box 
flying. 
None   
14. The butterflies exited the box flying.  None  
 





Instructions :  
 
Is this an unusual or a usual expression in English? 
At the end of the sentence press the correct key. 
 
X= unusual        M= usual           
                                       Expt1.  Target structures  
 
Form frequency category 
manner+ into/out of  4 usual 
enter/exit + walking/running 4 unusual 
running+ up/down/across 3 usual 





28 fillers  + 6 for warm up + 14 targets = 48 
1.The students ||did|| an exam || yesterday. 
2.The doctor s || were ate || at home || last night 
3. The child ||were read || his book || yesterday. 
4.The teacher || showed || a movie  || in class. 
5. The parents ||watched || the children || play. 
6.The boys || were work|| outside || this morning. 
7. The butterflies || exited || the box || flying. 
8. The elephants || drank|| the water|| quickly. 
9. The man|| walked|| into|| the bank. 
10. The woman || bought || flowers|| this morning. 
11. The man || was play || his guitar|| today. 
12. The children || ran || across|| the road.        
13. The birds|| were ate ||bread|| all day . 
14. The children|| ran|| into|| the classroom.       
15. The man|| ran|| up|| the hill.                          
16. The woman|| spoke|| on|| the phone. 
17. The doctors|| was met ||at work|| yesterday. 
18. The bird|| flew|| out of|| the cage.                  
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19. The students|| listened ||to the teacher|| in class . 
20. The frog|| jumped|| out of|| the water. 
21. The dog || entered|| the room|| running. 
22. The children || was look|| out of|| the window. 
23. The woman|| walked|| down || the stairs. 
24. The teacher || wrote|| on|| the board.  
25. The monkey || went|| up|| climbing. 
26. The baby || had|| a bath|| last night. 
27. The man || was cleaned|| the house || yesterday. 
28. The dogs|| went|| down|| running. 
29. The cat || drank || milk|| in the kitchen.  
30. The students || were worked|| together|| before. 
31. The boys || went|| across || running.        
32. The child || were played|| in || the garden. 
33. The woman || was cook|| dinner || last night 
34. The boy || were eat|| cake || today. 
35. The girl || entered|| the water || jumping.         
36. The nurses || changed|| the beds || today. 
37. The teachers || was read|| a book || yesterday. 
38. The boy || played|| piano || this morning. 
39. The man || sold|| his house || today. 
40. The singer || danced|| on || the table. 
41. The doctors || was visit|| patients || this afternoon . 
42. The fish || exited|| the water || jumping.                  
43. The artist || painted|| a picture || yesterday. 
44. The policeman || was watched|| the students || carefully 
45. The girl || made|| the coffee || just before. 
46. The people || was waited|| for || the bus. 
47. The children || watched|| TV || last night. 









Form frequency category 




walked/ran+ up/down/across 3 usual 





28 fillers  + 6 for warm up + 14 targets = 48 
 
1. The girl ||was watched || a movie || yesterday. 
2. The actor || bought|| a boat || last week.  
3. The woman || played|| tennis || this morning. 
4. The woman || sold|| her car || today. 
5. The boys || were work|| inside || today. 
6. The boy || was play|| games || this afternoon . 
7. The child|| walked|| down|| the road. 
8. The woman|| called|| her friend|| yesterday. 
9. The doctor|| was work ||at home|| yesterday 
10. The cat|| went ||  up || running. 
11. The children || bought || sweets|| this morning. 
12. The man || was saw || his friend|| today 
13. The man || walked || across|| the bridge. 
14. The cats || were drink ||milk|| earlier. 
15. The cat|| ran|| into|| the house.       
16. The monkey || ate|| the banana|| slowly. 
17. The woman|| walked|| into|| the bar. 
18. The woman || was cleaned|| the car || yesterday. 
19. The monkey|| climbed|| out of|| the window.                  
20. The students|| listened ||to the teacher|| in class. 
21. The rabbit|| jumped|| out of|| the box.                   
22. The man || was look|| into|| the box. 
23. The dog|| ran|| up || the stairs. 
24. The student || wrote|| in|| his book.  
25. The cat || went || down || climbing.        
26. The boy || had|| a sandwich|| for lunch. 
27. The artist || sold|| a picture || yesterday. 
28. The girl || was did|| the test || quickly. 
29. The mouse || ate || the cheese|| last night.  
30. The students || were play|| together|| before. 
31. The bird || exited|| the tree || flying.                   
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32. The girls || were buy|| ice cream || today. 
33. The people || entered|| the shop || walking. 
34. The man || made|| the breakfast || yesterday. 
35. The student || was buy|| a book || yesterday. 
36.The women ||did|| the work || yesterday. 
37.The men || played || cards || last night. 
38.The doctor || entered|| the room|| walking 
39. The dog ||were found || a ball|| yesterday. 
40.The teacher || sang || a song  || in class. 
41. The woman || made|| the cake || last night. 
42. The people || were speak|| on || the train. 
43. The boys || went|| across || climbing. 
44. The doctors || were talk|| in || the restaurant. 
45. The boy || was find|| the toy || last night. 
46. The children || exited || the room || running. 
47. The man || watched|| TV || last night. 





Instructions :  
 
Is this an unusual or a usual expression in English? 
At the end of the sentence press the correct key. 
 




                                       Expt1.  Target structures  
 
Form frequency category 
manner+ into/out of  4 usual 
enter/exit + walking/running 4 unusual 
running+ up/down/across 3 usual 




28 fillers  + 6 for warm up + 14 targets = 48 
 
1.The students ||did|| an exam ||at school || yesterday. 
2.The doctor s || ate ||fish|| at home || last night. 
3. The child ||were read || his book ||at home || yesterday. 
4.The teacher || showed || a movie  || in class||this morning. 
5. The parents ||watched || the children || play|| this morning. 
6.The boys || were work||together || outside || this morning. 
7. The butterflies || exited || the box || flying|| today. 
8. The elephants || drank|| the water|| quickly||today. 
9. The man|| walked|| into|| the bank|| this morning. 
10. The woman || bought || flowers|| for Mary || this morning. 
11. The man || was play || his guitar|| loudly||  today. 
12. The children || ran || across|| the road || yesterday.     
13. The birds|| were ate ||bread|| all day || yesterday. 
14. The children|| ran|| into|| the classroom || this morning.       
15. The man|| ran|| up|| the hill||  yesterday.                      
16. The woman|| spoke|| on|| the phone||last night. 
17. The doctors|| was met|| each other ||at work|| yesterday. 
18. The bird|| flew|| out of|| the cage  || last night. 
19. The students|| listened ||carefully|| to the teacher|| in class . 
20. The frog|| jumped|| out of|| the water|| last night. 
21.The dog || entered|| the room|| running  || last night.           
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22. The children || was look|| out of|| the window||last night. 
23. The woman|| walked|| down || the stairs|| yesterday. 
24. The teacher || wrote|| on|| the board|| this morning. 
25. The monkey || went|| up|| climbing || last night. 
26. The baby || had|| a bath|| at home|| last night. 
27. The man || was cleaned|| the house|| quickly|| yesterday. 
28. The dogs|| went|| down|| running   || yesterday.         
29. The cat || drank || milk|| slowly|| in the kitchen.  
30. The students || were worked|| nicely|| together|| before. 
31. The boys || went|| across || running   || today.     
32. The child || were played|| in || the garden|| this morning. 
33. The woman || was cook|| dinner || again|| last night. 
34. The boy || were eat|| cake || quickly || today. 
35. The girl || entered|| the water || jumping|| this morning.          
36. The nurses || changed|| the beds|| again || today. 
37. The teachers || was read|| a book || in class|| yesterday. 
38. The boy || played|| piano || slowly || this morning. 
39. The man || sold|| his house|| cheaply || today. 
40. The singer || danced|| on || the table||last night. 
41. The doctors || was visit|| patients || again||  this afternoon. 
42. The fish || exited|| the water || jumping || yesterday.                  
43. The artist || painted|| a picture|| slowly || yesterday. 
44. The policeman || was watched|| the students || carefully||yesterday. 
45. The girl || made|| the coffee || carefully||  last night. 
46. The people || was waited|| for || the bus|| thismorning. 
47. The children || watched|| TV ||at home || last night. 






Form frequency category 
manner+ into/out of  4 usual 
entered/exited + flying/walking/running 4 unusual 
walked/ran+ up/down/across 3 usual 





28 fillers  + 6 for warm up + 14 targets = 48 
 
1. The girl ||was watched || a movie ||at home ||yesterday. 
2. The actor || bought|| a boat ||  cheaply ||last week.  
3. The woman || played|| tennis || again ||this morning. 
4. The woman || sold|| her car || quickly||today. 
5. The boys || were work||together ||inside || today. 
6. The boy || was play|| games ||at school ||this afternoon . 
7. The child|| walked|| down|| the road. ||this morning. 
8. The woman|| called|| her friend|| at home||yesterday. 
9. The doctor|| was work ||hard ||at home|| yesterday. 
10. The cat|| went ||  up || running||last night. 
11. The children || bought || sweets|| again||this morning. 
12. The man || was saw || his friend|| quickly||today. 
13. The man || walked || across|| the bridge ||  this morning. 
14. The cats || were drink ||milk|| quickly||earlier. 
15. The cat|| ran|| into|| the house || last night.  
16. The monkey || ate|| the banana|| slowly|| today. 
17. The woman|| walked|| into|| the bar||  this afternoon.                  
18. The woman || was cleaned|| the car ||herself ||yesterday. 
19. The monkey|| climbed|| out of|| the window ||   last night.              
20. The students|| listened ||to the teacher|| in class||today. 
21. The rabbit|| jumped|| out of|| the box  ||  this morning.               
22. The man || was look|| into|| the box||today. 
23. The dog|| ran|| up || the stairs|| yesterday. 
24. The student || wrote|| in|| his book ||this morning. 
25. The cat || went || down || climbing||  last night.     
26. The boy || had|| a sandwich|| at school||for lunch. 
27. The artist || sold|| a picture || quickly ||yesterday. 
28. The girl || was did|| the test || quickly||this morning. 
29. The mouse || ate || the cheese|| slowly||last night.  
30. The students || were play|| outside||together|| before. 
31. The bird || exited|| the tree || flying || today. 
32. The girls || were buy|| ice cream ||at school ||today. 
33. The people || entered|| the shop || walking|| this morning. 
34. The man || made|| the breakfast || at home ||yesterday. 
35. The student || was buy|| a book || for school|| yesterday. 
36.The women ||did|| the work || at home ||yesterday. 
37.The men || played || cards ||outside || last night. 
38.The doctor || entered|| the room|| walking||today. 
39. The dog ||were found || a ball|| outside ||yesterday. 
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40.The teacher || sang || a song  || in class||today. 
41. The woman || made|| the cake || for Mary|| last night. 
42. The people || were speak|| on || the train||yesterday. 
43. The boys || went|| across || climbing  ||  last night.   
44. The doctors || were talk|| in || the restaurant||last night. 
45. The boy || was find|| the toy||at home || last night. 
46. The children || exited || the room || running||today. 
47. The man || watched|| TV || at home || last night. 
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Input group  
Pairwise Comparisonsa 
Measure:   Manner tokens   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -7.207* .629 .000 -8.807 -5.606 
3 -7.310* .707 .000 -9.111 -5.509 
2 1 7.207* .629 .000 5.606 8.807 
3 -.103 .750 1.000 -2.013 1.806 
3 1 7.310* .707 .000 5.509 9.111 




Measure:   Manner types   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -1.690* .306 .000 -2.470 -.910 
3 -1.586* .202 .000 -2.100 -1.073 
2 1 1.690* .306 .000 .910 2.470 
3 .103 .273 1.000 -.593 .800 
3 1 1.586* .202 .000 1.073 2.100 
2 -.103 .273 1.000 -.800 .593 




Measure:   MPPBC   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -5.759* .595 .000 -7.273 -4.244 
3 -6.621* .627 .000 -8.216 -5.025 
2 1 5.759* .595 .000 4.244 7.273 
3 -.862 .691 .667 -2.621 .897 
3 1 6.621* .627 .000 5.025 8.216 




Measure:   MPNonBC   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -1.828* .351 .000 -2.722 -.933 
3 -1.207* .382 .011 -2.181 -.233 
2 1 1.828* .351 .000 .933 2.722 
3 .621 .453 .545 -.534 1.775 
3 1 1.207* .382 .011 .233 2.181 
2 -.621 .453 .545 -1.775 .534 
 
 
Measure:   manneronly   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 .414 .225 .229 -.159 .986 
3 .517* .196 .040 .018 1.017 
2 1 -.414 .225 .229 -.986 .159 
3 .103 .224 1.000 -.467 .673 
3 1 -.517* .196 .040 -1.017 -.018 




Measure:   Pathtypes   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 2.103* .319 .000 1.291 2.916 
3 2.793* .345 .000 1.914 3.672 
2 1 -2.103* .319 .000 -2.916 -1.291 
3 .690 .382 .244 -.282 1.661 
3 1 -2.793* .345 .000 -3.672 -1.914 















Measure:   Pathtokens   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 6.586* .897 .000 4.303 8.870 
3 5.655* .748 .000 3.750 7.560 
2 1 -6.586* .897 .000 -8.870 -4.303 
3 -.931 .570 .341 -2.383 .521 
3 1 -5.655* .748 .000 -7.560 -3.750 
2 .931 .570 .341 -.521 2.383 
 
 
Measure:   Satellitetokens   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -5.000* .940 .000 -7.395 -2.605 
3 -5.517* .784 .000 -7.514 -3.521 
2 1 5.000* .940 .000 2.605 7.395 
3 -.517 .603 1.000 -2.053 1.018 
3 1 5.517* .784 .000 3.521 7.514 




Measure:   satellitetypes   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference 
(I-J) Std. Error Sig.b 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -.414 .569 1.000 -1.863 1.036 
3 .138 .360 1.000 -.780 1.056 
2 1 .414 .569 1.000 -1.036 1.863 
3 .552 .534 .930 -.807 1.910 
3 1 -.138 .360 1.000 -1.056 .780 









Measure:   Mannertokens   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -6.567* .634 .000 -8.177 -4.957 
3 -4.767* .829 .000 -6.872 -2.661 
2 1 6.567* .634 .000 4.957 8.177 
3 1.800 .760 .074 -.132 3.732 
3 1 4.767* .829 .000 2.661 6.872 




Measure:   Manner types   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -1.833* .336 .000 -2.687 -.980 
3 -1.033* .370 .027 -1.973 -.094 
2 1 1.833* .336 .000 .980 2.687 
3 .800 .408 .179 -.237 1.837 
3 1 1.033* .370 .027 .094 1.973 
2 -.800 .408 .179 -1.837 .237 




Measure:   MPPBC   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -5.967* .644 .000 -7.603 -4.330 
3 -5.100* .707 .000 -6.896 -3.304 
2 1 5.967* .644 .000 4.330 7.603 
3 .867 .639 .557 -.757 2.491 
3 1 5.100* .707 .000 3.304 6.896 






Measure:   MPNonBC   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -1.567* .355 .000 -2.468 -.666 
3 -.700 .362 .190 -1.621 .221 
2 1 1.567* .355 .000 .666 2.468 
3 .867 .377 .086 -.091 1.824 
3 1 .700 .362 .190 -.221 1.621 
2 -.867 .377 .086 -1.824 .091 
c. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
 
 
Measure:   manneronly   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 .933* .332 .026 .090 1.777 
3 1.000* .296 .006 .249 1.751 
2 1 -.933* .332 .026 -1.777 -.090 
3 .067 .318 1.000 -.741 .874 
3 1 -1.000* .296 .006 -1.751 -.249 
2 -.067 .318 1.000 -.874 .741 
Based on estimated marginal means 
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
a. Treatment group = output group 
c. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
 
Measure:   Pathtypes   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 1.667* .308 .000 .883 2.450 
3 1.167* .356 .008 .262 2.071 
2 1 -1.667* .308 .000 -2.450 -.883 
3 -.500 .342 .462 -1.368 .368 
3 1 -1.167* .356 .008 -2.071 -.262 
2 .500 .342 .462 -.368 1.368 




Measure:   Pathtokens   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 5.800* .732 .000 3.939 7.661 
3 3.433* .927 .003 1.078 5.788 
2 1 -5.800* .732 .000 -7.661 -3.939 
3 -2.367* .725 .008 -4.208 -.525 
3 1 -3.433* .927 .003 -5.788 -1.078 
2 2.367* .725 .008 .525 4.208 
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
a. Treatment group = output group 
 
Measure:   Satellitetokens   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -4.233* .643 .000 -5.866 -2.600 
3 -4.733* .776 .000 -6.705 -2.762 
2 1 4.233* .643 .000 2.600 5.866 
3 -.500 .666 1.000 -2.191 1.191 
3 1 4.733* .776 .000 2.762 6.705 
2 .500 .666 1.000 -1.191 2.191 
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
a. Treatment group = output group 
c. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni. 
 
Measure:   satellitetypes   
(I) RBS (J) RBS 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig.b 
95% Confidence Interval for Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 1.167 .496 .077 -.094 2.427 
3 1.200 .495 .065 -.057 2.457 
2 1 -1.167 .496 .077 -2.427 .094 
3 .033 .400 1.000 -.982 1.049 
3 1 -1.200 .495 .065 -2.457 .057 
2 -.033 .400 1.000 -1.049 .982 
a. Treatment group = output group 






Measure:   Manner verb tokens  Verb-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -7.444* .500 .000 -8.689 -6.200 
3 -6.511* .590 .000 -7.980 -5.043 
2 1 7.444* .500 .000 6.200 8.689 
3 .933 .611 .401 -.587 2.454 
3 1 6.511* .590 .000 5.043 7.980 
2 -.933 .611 .401 -2.454 .587 
 
Measure:   Manner verb types  Verb-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -1.756* .255 .000 -2.389 -1.122 
3 -1.378* .197 .000 -1.867 -.888 
2 1 1.756* .255 .000 1.122 2.389 
3 .378 .241 .370 -.221 .977 
3 1 1.378* .197 .000 .888 1.867 
2 -.378 .241 .370 -.977 .221 
 
Measure:   MPBC  Verb-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -6.578* .487 .000 -7.789 -5.366 
3 -6.311* .546 .000 -7.669 -4.953 
2 1 6.578* .487 .000 5.366 7.789 
3 .267 .526 1.000 -1.041 1.575 
3 1 6.311* .546 .000 4.953 7.669 





Measure:   MPnonBC  Verb-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -1.689* .284 .000 -2.396 -.982 
3 -.889* .272 .006 -1.566 -.212 
2 1 1.689* .284 .000 .982 2.396 
3 .800 .352 .084 -.076 1.676 
3 1 .889* .272 .006 .212 1.566 
2 -.800 .352 .084 -1.676 .076 
 
  
Measure:   Manner only  Verb-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 .844* .196 .000 .357 1.332 
3 .711* .200 .003 .213 1.209 
2 1 -.844* .196 .000 -1.332 -.357 
3 -.133 .184 1.000 -.592 .325 
3 1 -.711* .200 .003 -1.209 -.213 
2 .133 .184 1.000 -.325 .592 
 
Measure:   Path tokens  Verb-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 6.511* .686 .000 4.804 8.218 
3 5.267* .649 .000 3.651 6.883 
2 1 -6.511* .686 .000 -8.218 -4.804 
3 -1.244 .518 .061 -2.533 .044 
3 1 -5.267* .649 .000 -6.883 -3.651 




Measure:   Satellite tokens  Verb-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
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1 2 -4.889* .678 .000 -6.577 -3.201 
3 -5.022* .595 .000 -6.503 -3.541 
2 1 4.889* .678 .000 3.201 6.577 
3 -.133 .519 1.000 -1.425 1.158 
3 1 5.022* .595 .000 3.541 6.503 
2 .133 .519 1.000 -1.158 1.425 
 
Measure:   Satellite types  Verb-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 .956 .433 .098 -.123 2.034 
3 1.089* .357 .011 .202 1.976 
2 1 -.956 .433 .098 -2.034 .123 
3 .133 .386 1.000 -.828 1.094 
3 1 -1.089* .357 .011 -1.976 -.202 
2 -.133 .386 1.000 -1.094 .828 
 
Measure:   Path types  Verb-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 1.867* .243 .000 1.261 2.472 
3 2.178* .285 .000 1.469 2.887 
2 1 -1.867* .243 .000 -2.472 -1.261 
3 .311 .267 .753 -.355 .977 
3 1 -2.178* .285 .000 -2.887 -1.469 




Measure:   Manner verb tokens  Satellite-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -5.273* .992 .001 -8.119 -2.426 
3 -4.818* 1.650 .046 -9.555 -.081 
2 1 5.273* .992 .001 2.426 8.119 
3 .455 1.253 1.000 -3.142 4.051 
3 1 4.818* 1.650 .046 .081 9.555 
2 -.455 1.253 1.000 -4.051 3.142 
 
Measure:   Manner verb types   Satellite-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -1.909* .547 .017 -3.479 -.339 
3 -1.273 .634 .217 -3.092 .546 
2 1 1.909* .547 .017 .339 3.479 
3 .636 .801 1.000 -1.662 2.935 
3 1 1.273 .634 .217 -.546 3.092 
2 -.636 .801 1.000 -2.935 1.662 
 
Measure:   MPBC  Satellite-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -3.727* .864 .005 -6.208 -1.247 
3 -4.455* 1.098 .007 -7.607 -1.302 
2 1 3.727* .864 .005 1.247 6.208 
3 -.727 1.362 1.000 -4.638 3.183 
3 1 4.455* 1.098 .007 1.302 7.607 





Measure:   MPnonBC  Satellite-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -2.000* .647 .034 -3.856 -.144 
3 -1.364 .887 .466 -3.909 1.182 
2 1 2.000* .647 .034 .144 3.856 
3 .636 .636 1.000 -1.190 2.463 
3 1 1.364 .887 .466 -1.182 3.909 
2 -.636 .636 1.000 -2.463 1.190 
 
Measure:   Manner only  Satellite-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.b 
95% Confidence Interval for Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 .364 .664 1.000 -1.543 2.270 
3 .818 .483 .363 -.567 2.204 
2 1 -.364 .664 1.000 -2.270 1.543 
3 .455 .434 .959 -.791 1.700 
3 1 -.818 .483 .363 -2.204 .567 
2 -.455 .434 .959 -1.700 .791 
 
  
Measure:   Path tokens  Satellite-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 5.091* 1.261 .007 1.472 8.710 
3 1.909 1.604 .784 -2.694 6.512 
2 1 -5.091* 1.261 .007 -8.710 -1.472 
3 -3.182 1.182 .068 -6.574 .210 
3 1 -1.909 1.604 .784 -6.512 2.694 





Measure:   Path types  Satellite-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.b 
95% Confidence Interval for Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 1.909 .667 .051 -.005 3.823 
3 .909 .780 .812 -1.329 3.147 
2 1 -1.909 .667 .051 -3.823 .005 
3 -1.000 .820 .752 -3.354 1.354 
3 1 -.909 .780 .812 -3.147 1.329 
2 1.000 .820 .752 -1.354 3.354 
 
Measure:   Satellite tokens  Satellite-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.c 
95% Confidence Interval for Differencec 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -4.545* 1.048 .004 -7.552 -1.539 
3 -6.455* 1.510 .005 -10.788 -2.121 
2 1 4.545* 1.048 .004 1.539 7.552 
3 -1.909 1.004 .259 -4.791 .973 
3 1 6.455* 1.510 .005 2.121 10.788 
2 1.909 1.004 .259 -.973 4.791 
 
Measure:   Satellite types  Satellite-framed 
(I) RBS (J) RBS Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig.b 
95% Confidence Interval for Differenceb 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 -2.000 .714 .056 -4.048 .048 
3 -1.000 .505 .227 -2.448 .448 
2 1 2.000 .714 .056 -.048 4.048 
3 1.000 .798 .716 -1.290 3.290 
3 1 1.000 .505 .227 -.448 2.448 
2 -1.000 .798 .716 -3.290 1.290 
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